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1 Bilingual Education: Past, Present, Future
Kelly Chaudhry

1.1

Educators are generally futurists. It is the nature of the profession to think about the future for students
and try to prepare them for it using the knowledge and skills accessible today. Bilingual Education has a
troubled history, an improved present, and a promising future. In order to prepare for the future, it is helpful
to rst take a look at history. It is then necessary to analyze the present so that the plans for the future are
built upon research and evidence that will yield greater opportunities for continued improvement.
Bilingual Education has been a source of debate since the beginning of formal education. Immigration,
poverty, and language barriers are not new challenges for educators in the state of Texas. In the year 20012002, there were approximately 75,000 immigrant students being educated within the Fort Worth and Dallas
Independent School Districts (Texas Education Agency, 2003). In 2001-02, one in every seven students in
Texas received ESL services (TEA, 2003). These immigrants are from families that are often underprivileged
and their abilities to communicate in the English language are limited. When examining the demographics
among these immigrants, it is clear that the highest percentages of immigrant students are Hispanic, mostly
having emigrated from Mexico. An estimated 7.0 million unauthorized immigrants resided in the U.S. in
January 2000. Mexico is the largest source country, and the states with the largest increases in unauthorized
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population are California, Texas, Illinois, Arizona, Georgia, and North Carolina (BCIS, 2003). Accompanied
with the desire to provide a better life for their children, many of these immigrant families have chosen to
move to the United States as a means of survival. The language barrier that they are faced with, however,
also serves as a barrier to rising out of the poverty that they were trying to escape. As long as immigration
continues, the Hispanic population will continue to increase in the state of Texas. In 2000-2001 Hispanics
accounted for 41% of all students (2003), and consequently, the need for an analysis of the various language
programs is apparent.
Bilingual Education formed as a result of inequities in the awed educational system and a quest for the
equality of opportunity.

Bilingual and ESL programs are able to help many of these immigrant students

as they acquire the English language, but the gap between these learners and the higher socio-economic
students continues to rise (Cornell, 1995).

Consequently, the quest for equality of opportunity continues

today.
The language barrier faced by so many immigrants was formally addressed when Bilingual Education
became an ocial program in 1968 with the passage of the Bilingual Education Act, Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act. This legislature provides that Limited English Procient (LEP)
students or English Language Learners (ELL) must be educated and given extra services or assistance in
acquiring the English language so that they are able to attain an education that is equivalent to their
English-speaking counterparts.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 had previously addressed segregation and

equality but not specically the language of many minority groups. This was not addressed until the May
th

25

Memorandum, which modied Title VI of the Civil Rights Act to include provisions protecting the

rights of national origin, language minority persons.
In Texas, the enactment of House Bill 103 solidied Bilingual Education programs. Although there were a
few programs that existed prior to the mandate, the rst 76 Bilingual Education programs were implemented
in 1969. The bill was not eective, however, because there were no funds allocated to the development and
accountability of the programs. The enactment of Senate Bill 121 in 1973 mandated and allocated funds
for implementation. It was later struck down by the English Only Rule. Several court cases followed these
rulings. The most legendary court case includes

Brown vs. the Board of Education, which promoted the
Lau vs. Nichols in 1974. The Lau decision

desegregation of public schools. An additional landmark case is

by the U.S. Supreme Court was that children who could not understand the language of instruction were
eectively excluded from the educational process and were, therefore, denied access to quality education

Lau vs. Nichols, 1974).

(

There are 36 states nationwide that have legislative provisions for funding LEP student instruction.
Nineteen states list no separate program of aid to local districts for serving LEP students, and a handful of
states note that Bilingual Education is a responsibility of the federal government under Title VII (Baker &
Markham 2002). Additional funding for bilingual programs is available from many sources. Federal funding
comes mostly from Title III, previously known as Title VII grants. According to the National Association
for Bilingual Education (NABE, 2002), federal Bilingual Education funding increased to $685 million in
2002.

The Oce of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Aairs (OBEMLA) also states that $20

million is available in Language Acquisition State Grants for Bilingual Education every year, and 25% of all
grant money automatically goes to those schools that have the most LEP students (Education Commission
of the State [ESC], 2003). In Texas, the projected gure for Language Acquisition Grants in the scal year
2003 was $62,018,328 (NABE, 2002). In addition to this, many districts receive Title II funds from the U.S.
Department of Education that provide assistance to districts in recruiting and training quality teachers and
principals.
Identifying students for Bilingual Education begins upon enrollment into the public school.

When a

student enrolls in school, the parents are asked to complete a Home Language Survey. If a language other
than English is written anywhere on the survey, the students English language skills will be assessed. If the
student does not score uent, he or she will be reclassied as LEP (or more recently, English Language
Learner, ELL). Any student that has been identied as LEP is eligible for bilingual or ESL services. At the
secondary level, bilingual is typically not oered and therefore students are eligible for ESL service. Native
language prociency for transfer of knowledge and skills is assumed.
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There is no legal guidance given to educators as to when or how to transition a student from Spanish
to English. Therefore, the curriculum across the state for LEP students varies greatly, depending on the
philosophy of the school district. A student is no longer classied as Limited English Procient when they
achieve uent English prociency and demonstrate academic prociency by passing the Reading and Writing
portions of the TAKS in English (grades 3-12). They are permitted to remain in the bilingual program in
some districts; however, the schools do not receive funding for the student. Students who enter the program
in PRE-K, Kindergarten, or First Grade cannot be reviewed for possible exit until the Second Grade, where
they must score in the fortieth percentile or above on a state approved, standardized test.
Accountability for immigrant learners is a present concern for educators and will continue to be in the
future. Nationally, the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act has mandated several objectives with regard to
Limited English Procient students. NCLB mandates include the development of instructional benchmarks
dening the language prociency LEP students should attain; inclusion of LEP students and disabled students
in the academic assessments required of all other students; and assessment of LEP students, providing
reasonable accommodations in language to yield accurate and reliable information about student progress
in meeting state standards.
Texas has already made great eorts toward the accomplishment of the mandates. The state requires that
all immigrant students take the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) and Reading Prociency
Tests in English (RPTE) tests. Recent immigrants may be exempted from the TAKS test during the rst
three years in the U.S.; however, there are strict guidelines that dictate the exemption of a student. The
RPTE, on the other hand, is required by all Limited English Procient students in the state of Texas.
Students are administered the RPTE annually until they achieve a level of Advanced.
When analyzing the TAKS results in the state of Texas, there are three main subgroups that are performing noticeably lower than the rest. Results of the TAKS in the spring of 2003 indicate that of all White
students tested, 92% met the minimum standard set by the state.

On the other hand, Limited English

Procient (LEP) students had the lowest success with only 68% meeting the minimum standard. Closely
behind the LEP population is the African-American subgroup with 77%, and the economically disadvantaged
subgroup with 78% meeting the minimum standards (2003). Although the success of these three subgroups
has increased signicantly over the past 10 years, the achievement gap has not yet narrowed to a satisfactory
level. With the new implications of No Child Left Behind, it is crucial that the curriculum aecting these
lower performing subgroups receive adequate attention and improvements that will result in future academic
success.
While the needs of the English Language Learners are being addressed in the ESL and bilingual programs,
many of these students are still showing large gaps in achievement when compared with students in the regular
programs. Many of the diculties in educating LEP students are blamed on the levels of socio-economics
that can hinder their success. Students receiving free and reduced breakfast/lunch often have very dierent
needs than students in the middle and high class neighborhoods. Although poverty occurs in all races and
all countries, there is a pattern that can be observed in the achievement gap. Students living in poverty have
very dierent needs than those who are raised in the middle or high class. As explained by Ruby Payne in
her book, A Framework for Understanding Poverty, there are hidden rules and language patterns that must
be addressed in order to provide students of poverty with an opportunity for success. Dr. Payne states,
An individual brings with him/her the hidden rules of the class in which he/she was raised. Schools and
businesses operate from middle-class norms and use the hidden rules of middle class. For our students to be
successful, we must understand their hidden rules and teach them the rules that will make them successful
at school and work.
This is part of the missing curriculum for many students that needs to be improved. In order to achieve
academic success as measured by the TAKS, the language patterns and contexts used on the TAKS test
must be directly taught to students. The current curriculum addresses many of the vocabulary, grammar,
and syntax rules, but unless a teacher is aware of the hidden language rules, many students are unable to
succeed even after they have acquired the English language.
In order to improve the results for the Limited English Procient students, it is rst necessary to understand the current models and research available in order to have a positive eect on the future of these
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programs for English Language Learners (ELL). Bilingual Education can mean many things and be seen in
many dierent models or programs. It is like an umbrella over the Limited English Procient or English Language Learner student population. While bilingual instruction is not mandatory under Federal legislation,
the legally and educationally safe program is often said to be the oering of bilingual instruction. There is
current research to support and dispute each program model; including the dual-language two-way model
(viewed as the Cadillac of the models), the transitional model (the Chevy), and ESL (the economyclass). The following explanations of these program models will provide additional information; however, it
is important to note the implementation of each model varies greatly.
The Cadillac of the bilingual instruction program is dual-language. Dual language programs may be oneway or two-way Bilingual Education. In a two-way dual language program, each classroom consists of about
half native English speakers paired with half native Spanish (or other target language) speakers. In a one-way
model there are Spanish speakers learning both languages simultaneously without native English language
speakers learning Spanish in the class. In both models the curriculum is taught using both languages and the
goal is that all students become bilingual, bicultural, and biliterate. The Dual Language Program requires
highly trained teachers that are procient in the target languages.

The teachers that teach the English

component are not necessarily hard to nd, but they must be trained in language acquisition techniques and
certied by the state to support ELL students. The other target language, usually Spanish in the state of
Texas, also requires highly trained teachers, but they must have a high prociency of Spanish language skills
and be certied by the state in Bilingual Education. Materials for this program must be made available in
both languages. This program can be costly in the beginning. However, depending on teacher availability, the
cost of personnel is no greater than the cost would be without the two languages. The price for materials, on
the other hand, doubles as it is necessary to purchase books and supplies in English and in Spanish. Students
generally continue in a dual-language program throughout elementary school, and teachers are needed at all
grade levels.
An example of an exemplary program model would be Coral Way Elementary School in Miami, Florida.
As the nation's oldest (1936) 20th century public bilingual school, Coral Way represents one of the most
successful bilingual schools in the nation. . .the students of Coral Way score at or above district, state,
and national averages on standardized tests (Pellerano and Fradd, 1998). Two-way programs benet the
community by maintaining the home-language of all students while exposing them to the second language at
a young age. Several districts in the Dallas area have considered two-way programs based on brain research
and cognitive growth resulting from the acquisition of a second language. Dual-language models yield the
best long-term results for students acquiring a second language (Thomas & Collier, 1995).
The subsequent program model is Transitional Bilingual Education (TBE), also referred to as early-exit
Bilingual Education.

The native language is used for instruction at the primary grades so that students

are able to gain cognitive understanding of the basics, which can then be transferred into English as they
acquire the language.

There is a lot of variation in this formerly popular model in Texas.

The common

thread, however, is that students are encouraged to reach English prociency at the fastest rate possible so
that they can exit the program and join the regular classroom.
requires teachers that are procient in both target languages.

The Transitional Bilingual Program also
The teachers must be highly trained and

certied by the state. The dierence is that TBE programs generally go through the third or fourth grade.
Students arriving after the third grade generally receive intensive ESL instruction until they are ready to exit
the program and enter a regular classroom. Therefore, the number of sta required for 4-6 grades is much
smaller. In addition to this savings, materials in the second language are generally only required through the
third or fourth grade (depending on the program). Arlington ISD has a TBE program, and in the 2002-2003
school year, they budgeted approximately $8.3 million dollars for their elementary school programs. That
averages out to be about $1,073 per student enrolled in the program (AISD, 2002-2003). Within this gure,
teacher's salaries are included and the teachers would be necessary regardless of the program model.
The third common program is ESL, a form of immersion (not to be confused with submersion sink or
swim, which is unconstitutional). Immersion in a language means that the target language is the primary
language for instruction and specic strategies and modications are made to ensure student success in
acquiring that language. Students are learning content at the same time that they are learning the target
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language. English as a Second Language (ESL) classes were generally a pull-out program but have more
recently been moving toward an inclusion model. The pull-out program is known to be the least eective
(Thomas & Collier, 1995) and the most expensive. The inclusion model requires more teachers in a building
be certied in ESL so that they can support the ELL students that are in their classrooms.

Fort Worth

ISD requires that all of their new sta be ESL certied so that their large ELL population is served without
the need for extra resource ESL teachers.

Space on a campus is also made available when teachers can

accommodate their ELL students in the regular classroom. Although ESL has generally been avoided for
Spanish speaking students in the state of Texas, research has been completed that shows immersion programs
to be eective in the long term.

According to a 30-year review of Bilingual Education conducted by the

National Academy of Sciences, There is no conclusive evidence that native language programs are superior
to English Immersion or ESL programs; teaching children to read and write without rst developing literacy
in their native language does not have negative eects (Porter, 2000).
School boards' and administrators' legal and scal decisions should be based on valid research and
detailed accounts of eective programs (Connoley & Simmons, 2000). Based on the information previously
presented about these three common program models, the inclusion ESL approach appears to be the most
cost eective for the school districts (short-term), however, the dual-language model oers students of all
language backgrounds more educational opportunity and possibility for long term success in a multilingual
community. It is the duty of the administrator to ensure the eectiveness of the program regardless of the
model being implemented.

Bilingual instruction is usually best but there is nothing worse than a poorly

implemented program to serve LEP students. The future of Bilingual Education and the students it serves
depends greatly upon the ability of the administrator to lead an eective program.
The role of the administrator in a bilingual school setting is very important.

Eective schools serve

language minority students in four ways: implementing eective, aligned, standards-based programs; building teacher and organizational capacity to serve language minority students; using family and community
resources; and building rm foundations for postsecondary education (Funkhouser, Leighton, & Weiner,
2000). Administrators must lead the faculty in implementing eective, aligned, standards based programs.
In addition to the curricular dierences, training for sta members in strategies for communicating with and
teaching to Limited English Procient students is vital.
The administrator on a bilingual campus does not have to be bilingual, but he or she needs to be sensitive
to language learners and have bilingual personnel or resources available for students and their families. This
is part of building teacher and organizational capacity to serve LEP students.

It is not possible nor is

it reasonable for a school to have sta and materials available in every language spoken on the campus.
However, when a majority language is represented many campuses nd ways to connect with the community
in the native language in an eort to improve student success.
Family and community connections are also very signicant. It is helpful to locate community members
that can assist the school in communicating with recent immigrants. The parents will often bring a friend
or neighbor with them the rst time they come to enroll a student. This is the perfect opportunity to get
contact information for future reference.
Building a rm foundation for future education is a primary goal of elementary education. In an eort
to close the achievement gap, the administrators and teachers must keep in mind the social and linguistic
needs of the English Language Learners. Many students arrive with very little background knowledge in the
concepts that are valued in our educational system. With time, exposure, and opportunity, these students
can achieve success.
The future role of an administrator in a bilingual setting is an essential one as immigration will continue
indenitely in the United States. Any eective program is focused on the learner. Understanding the history
and legality involved in educating immigrant and LEP students is key to providing equality of opportunity
in education today so that students will be successful tomorrow. Educators are often the only voice that
many LEP students have; therefore, they must use their voice well and continue to be advocates for these
learners.
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